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In exploring practices that might foster new energies for evangelisation, it is 
necessary to appreciate the various ‘doorways’ through which people enter the path 
of discipleship now and are likely to do so into the future. This phenomenon ought to 
inform practice. 
 
It has been noted that whereas once charitable work, meditation groups, study 
groups, and pilgrimages were ‘optional extras’ for those already entrenched in 
ordinary church life, now it is frequently the reverse: people are now first drawn to a 
pilgrimage, a World Youth Day, a meditation group or prayer circle; and then later, if 
they move along the appropriate course, can find themselves embedded in ordinary 
practice.  
 
The dynamic has thus shifted from a traditional experience of the ‘centre’ which 
leads to more ‘exceptional’ experiences of faith, to a present day accent on the 
exceptional and occasional that may feed into the mainstay of Catholic life. This shift 
in trajectory is supported by, but also supports, the increasing appropriation of faith 
as a personal and intentional choice rather than a mere cultural inheritance.  
 
If the new trajectory holds true, then pastoral initiatives will need to be diverse, 
evocative in presentation, accessible in language, perhaps, in a word, more ‘niche,’ 
and planned with attentiveness to the stepwise journey of faith. However, far from 
suggesting a sensationalist or populist approach to evangelisation, it further 
demands that each offer relate the exuberance of initial encounter and personal 
appeal with the flourishing that ongoing commitment and a challenging community 
enables.  
 
This dynamic could be extended to the Catholic school as an evangelising 
community, where the off-site retreat is more typically the place of transformative 
experience than the classroom.  
 
On this subject it must be asked if the ‘spiritual capital’ generated on retreats or in 
other forums flow back into the main body of the school or find active support in that 
environment? How well equipped are Catholic teachers to nourish the seeds of 
transformation that young people bring to their school life, from their families, from 
their parishes, from their very struggle toward identity? The ecclesial location of 
Catholic schools as a place of learning in the service of faith calls for clearer 
articulation before appropriate practices of evangelisation could be suggested. 
 
While sometimes read as naive or else ‘conservative,’  I interpret the contemporary 
youth movements on our horizon – energetic, robust, and recently read as an 
‘evangelical’ form of Catholicism – as a new centre of vitality which must not be 
discounted or smothered as a passing or temporary anomaly.  
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While a developing reality by definition, many young Catholics are not at all ‘plugged 
in’ to the polarisation that has characterised the post-conciliar scene. These young, 
post-tribal Catholics – beyond a self-understanding as ‘progressive’ or ‘conservative’ 
– can, it is true, be historically naive and nostalgic but they are not necessarily so, 
and perhaps our smuggling in of divisions and animosities of secular political life into 
the Church is a classic case of Catholics being evangelised by culture, rather than 
the reverse. The prophetic may be speaking ‘from below’.  
 
In assuming responsibility for one’s own life in faith, young evangelical Catholics may 
be witnessing to other generations an alternative shape of Catholic life and identity 
that is, we may hope, not historically naive but also not historically bound. 
 
What of ecclesial movements, an emerging expression of the Spirit that cannot 
simply be aligned or contained within traditional diocesan structures? I believe the 
practical integration of these new communities and existing parish structures and 
culture offers mutual enrichment and challenge for each. While Vatican II 
acknowledged the guidance of the Spirit by “different hierarchic and charismatic 
gifts,” it did not further develop the relationship between the two. This forms our 
project: to imagine new forms of communion for a new evangelisation. 
 
Can we envisage points of contact and exchange between movements and parishes 
without the absolutisation of either, forms of fellowship that allow the institutional and 
charismatic to ‘cohere’ without confusion, to exchange their gifts while retaining their 
distinctive contribution to ecclesial life? Can parishes stand open to the vitality and 
challenge of a range of charisms in their midst, and ecclesial movements recognise 
and be challenged by the greater body in which they share a common mission?  
 
So to conclude, a few tentative observations for new energies:  the recognition of an 
‘outward-in’ trajectory for many God-seeking generations, the school as a place of 
learning in the service of faith, the rise of a post-tribal Catholicism led by the young 
(historically naive or prophetic in orientation?), ecclesial movements and parishes as 
vital realities, calling for an exchange of gifts that affirms evangelisation as 
exceeding a single missionary form or practice.    


